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1 Introduction

Considerable progress has been made in speech recognition technology over the last few years and nowhere has this progress been more evident than in the area of Large Vocabulary Recognition (LVR). Current laboratory systems are capable of transcribing continuous speech from any speaker with average word error rates of between 5% and 10%. If speaker adaptation is allowed, then after 2 or 3 minutes of speech, the error rate will drop well below 5% for most speakers.

Hitherto, LVR systems have been limited to dictation applications since they were speaker dependent and they required words to be spoken with a short pause between them. The capability to recognise natural continuous speech input from any speaker, however, opens up many more applications and as a result LVR technology appears to be on the brink of widespread deployment across a range of Information Technology (IT) systems.

This article will discuss the principles and architecture of current LVR systems and identify the key issues affecting their future deployment. To illustrate the various points raised, the Cambridge University HTK system will be described. This is a modern design giving state-of-the-art performance and it is typical of the current generation of recognition systems.

2 System Overview

Current LVR systems are firmly based on the principles of statistical pattern recognition. The basic methods of applying these principles to the problem of speech recognition were pioneered by Baker, Jelinek and their colleagues from IBM in the 1970’s and little has changed since[13, 54]. Figure 1 illustrates the main components of an LVR system.

An unknown speech waveform is converted by a front-end signal processor into a sequence of acoustic vectors, \( Y = y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_T \). Each of these vectors is a compact representation of the short-time speech spectrum covering a period of typically 10 msecs. Thus, a typical ten word utterance might have a duration of around 3 seconds and would be represented by a sequence of \( T = 300 \) acoustic vectors.

The utterance consists of a sequence of words \( W = w_1, w_2, \ldots w_n \) and it is the job of the LVR system to determine the most probable word sequence \( \hat{W} \) given the observed acoustic signal \( Y \). To do this, Bayes’ rule is used to decompose the required probability \( P(W|Y) \) into two components, that is,

\[
\hat{W} = \arg \max_W P(W|Y) = \arg \max_W \frac{P(W)P(Y|W)}{P(Y)}
\]

This equation indicates that to find the most likely word sequence \( W \), the word sequence which maximises the product of \( P(W) \) and \( P(Y|W) \) must be found. The first of these terms represents
Figure 1: **Overview of Statistical Speech Recognition.** This diagram shows the computation of the probability $P(W|Y)$ of word sequence $W$ given the parameterised acoustic signal $Y$. The prior probability $P(W)$ is determined directly from a language model. The likelihood of the acoustic data $P(Y|W)$ is computed using a composite hidden Markov model representing $W$ constructed from simple HMM phone models joined in sequence according to word pronunciations stored in a dictionary.
the a priori probability of observing W independent of the observed signal and this probability is determined by a language model. The second term represents the probability of observing the vector sequence Y given some specified word sequence W and this probability is determined by an acoustic model.

Figure 1 shows how these relationships might be computed. A word sequence W = "This is speech" is postulated and the language model computes its probability P(W). Each word is then converted into a sequence of basic sounds or phones using a pronouncing dictionary. For each phone there is a corresponding statistical model called a hidden Markov model (HMM). The sequence of HMMs needed to represent the postulated utterance are concatenated to form a single composite model and the probability of that model generating the observed sequence Y is calculated. This is the required probability P(Y|W). In principle, this process can be repeated for all possible word sequences and the most likely sequence selected as the recogniser output.

To convert the above design philosophy into a practical system requires the solution of a number of challenging problems. Firstly, a front-end parameterisation is needed which can extract from the speech waveform all of the necessary acoustic information in a compact form compatible with the HMM based acoustic models. Secondly, the HMM models themselves must accurately represent the distributions of each sound in each of the many contexts in which it may occur. Furthermore, the HMM parameters must be estimated from data and it will never be possible to obtain sufficient data to cover all possible contexts. Thirdly, the language model must be designed to give accurate word predictions based on the preceding history. However, as for the HMMs, data sparsity is an ever-present problem and the language model must be able to deal with word sequences for which no examples occur in the training data. Finally, the process outlined above for finding W by enumerating all possible word sequences is clearly impractical. Instead, potential word sequences are explored in parallel, discarding hypotheses as soon as they become improbable. This process is called decoding and the design of efficient decoders is crucial to the realisation of practical LVR systems capable of fast and accurate operation on today's computing platforms. The next four sections of this paper deal with each of these issues in more detail.

3 Front-End Parameterisation

A key assumption made in the design of current recognisers is that the speech signal can be regarded as stationary (i.e. the spectral characteristics are relatively constant) over an interval of a few milliseconds. Thus, the prime function of the front-end parameterisation stage is to divide the input speech into blocks and from each block derive a smoothed spectral estimate. The spacing between blocks is typically 10 msecs and blocks are normally overlapped to give a longer analysis window, typically 25 msecs. As with all processing of this type, it is usual to apply a tapered window function (e.g. Hamming) to each block. Also the speech signal is often pre-emphasised by applying high frequency amplification to compensate for the attenuation caused by the radiation from the lips.

The required spectral estimates may be computed via Linear Prediction or Fourier analysis[89] and there are a number of additional transformations that can be applied in order to generate the final acoustic vectors. To illustrate one typical arrangement, Fig 2 shows the front-end of the HTK Recogniser which generates Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs)[24].

To compute MFCC coefficients, the Fourier spectrum is smoothed by integrating the spectral coefficients within triangular frequency bins arranged on a non-linear scale called the Mel-scale. For 8kHz bandwidth speech, the HTK Recogniser uses 24 of these triangular frequency bins. The Mel-scale is designed to approximate the frequency resolution of the human ear being linear up to 1000Hz and logarithmic thereafter. More importantly, its use has been shown empirically to improve recognition accuracy[91]. In order to make the statistics of the estimated speech power spectrum approximately Gaussian, log compression is applied to the filter-bank output.

The final processing stage is to apply the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to the log filter-
Figure 2: **MFCC-based Front-End Processor.** To perform pattern-matching, the speech waveform must be converted to a sequence of acoustic vectors representing a smoothed log spectrum computed every 10 msecs. Performance is improved by using a non-linear Mel-frequency scale followed by a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). The latter has the effect of decorrelating the signal thereby improving assumptions of statistical independence. Finally, first and second differentials are appended to incorporate dynamical information about the signal.
bank coefficients. This has the effect of compressing the spectral information into the lower order coefficients and it also decorrelates them allowing the subsequent statistical modelling to use diagonal covariance matrices. In the HTK Recogniser, the signal energy plus the first 12 cepstral coefficients are retained to form a basic 13-element acoustic vector. Cepstral coefficients can also be derived from LP coefficients where they achieve a similar decorrelating effect[4, 30]. Good results have also been reported using LP coefficients to derive a smoothed spectrum which is then perceptually weighted to give Perceptually weighted Linear Prediction (PLP) coefficients[44].

As will be discussed in the next section, the acoustic modelling assumes that each acoustic vector is uncorrelated with its neighbours. This is a rather poor assumption since the physical constraints of the human vocal apparatus ensure that there is continuity between successive spectral estimates. However, appending the first and second order differentials to the basic static coefficients will greatly reduce the problem[31, 3]. In the HTK Recogniser, these are approximated by fitting a linear regression over a window covering the two preceding and two following vectors. When this is done, the final acoustic vector has 39 components.

Although the above description is specific to one particular recognition system, it is typical of most modern LVR systems. An important point to emphasise is the degree to which the front-end of modern recognisers has evolved to optimise the subsequent pattern-matching. For example, in the above, the log compression, DCT transform and delta coefficients are all introduced primarily to satisfy the assumptions made by the acoustic modelling component.

4 Acoustic Modelling

The purpose of the acoustic models is to provide a method of calculating the likelihood of any vector sequence \( \mathbf{y} \) given a word \( \mathbf{w} \). In principle, the required probability distribution could be found by finding many examples of each \( \mathbf{w} \) and collecting the statistics of the corresponding vector sequences. However, this is impractical for large vocabulary systems and instead, word sequences are decomposed into basic sounds called phones.

Each individual phone is represented by a hidden Markov model (HMM). A HMM has a number of states connected by arcs. HMM phone models typically have three emitting states and a simple left-right topology as illustrated by Fig 3. The entry and exit states are provided to make it easy
to join models together. The exit state of one phone model can be merged with the entry state of another to form a composite HMM. This allows phone models to be joined together to form words and words to be joined together to cover complete utterances.

A HMM is most easily understood as a generator of vector sequences. It is a finite state machine which changes state once every time unit and each time that a state \( j \) is entered, an acoustic speech vector \( \mathbf{y}_t \) is generated with probability density \( b_j(\mathbf{y}_t) \). Furthermore, the transition from state \( i \) to state \( j \) is also probabilistic and is governed by the discrete probability \( a_{ij} \). Figure 3 shows an example of this process where the model moves through the state sequence \( X = 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 4, 5 \) in order to generate the sequence \( \mathbf{y}_t \) to \( \mathbf{y}_5 \).

The joint probability of a vector sequence \( \mathbf{Y} \) and state sequence \( X \) given some model \( M \) is calculated simply as the product of the transition probabilities and the output probabilities. So for the state sequence \( X \) in Figure 3

\[
P(\mathbf{Y}, X|M) = a_{12} b_2(\mathbf{\alpha}_1) a_{22} b_2(\mathbf{\alpha}_2) a_{23} b_3(\mathbf{\alpha}_3) \ldots
\]

(2)

More formally, the joint probability of an acoustic vector sequence \( \mathbf{Y} \) and some state sequence \( X = x(1), x(2), x(3), \ldots, x(T) \) is

\[
P(\mathbf{Y}, X|M) = a_{x(0)x(1)} \prod_{t=1}^{T} b_{x(t)}(\mathbf{y}_t) a_{x(t)x(t+1)}
\]

(3)

where \( x(0) \) is constrained to be the model entry state and \( x(T + 1) \) is constrained to be the model exit state.

In practice, of course, only the observation sequence \( \mathbf{Y} \) is known and the underlying state sequence \( X \) is hidden. This is why it is called a Hidden Markov Model. However, the required probability \( P(\mathbf{Y}|M) \) is easily found by summing equation 3 over all possible state sequences. An efficient recursive method of performing this calculation is available called the Forward-Backward algorithm. A crucial feature of this algorithm is that it also allows the probability of being in a specific model state at a specific time to be calculated. This leads to a very simple and efficient procedure called the Baum-Welch algorithm for finding Maximum-Likelihood estimates of both the \( a \) and \( b \) HMM parameter sets. Parameter estimation is beyond the scope of this article but it is important to note that the existence of Baum-Welch has been a key factor in making HMMs the dominant technology in acoustic modeling.

Alternatively, \( P(\mathbf{Y}|M) \) can be approximated by finding the state sequence which maximises equation 3. Again a simple algorithm exists for computing this efficiently. It is called the Viterbi algorithm and, as will be discussed later, this algorithm is important in decoding where determination of the most likely state sequence is the key to recognising an unknown word sequence.

The above brief outline of HMMs is textbook material that has been well understood for many years. However, it is only recently that methods have been developed which allow HMM-based phone models to provide the acoustic discrimination necessary for large vocabulary speaker independent speech recognition.

It is instructive to rewrite equation 3 in logarithmic form and separate out the \( a \) and \( b \) terms

\[
\log P(\mathbf{Y}, X|M) = \sum_{t=0}^{T} \log a_{x(t)x(t+1)} + \sum_{t=1}^{T} \log b_{x(t)}(\mathbf{y}_t)
\]

(4)

The transition probabilities \( a_{x(t)x(t+1)} \) model the temporal structure of the data. Regarding each log probability in equation 4 as a score, each transition term can be viewed as the cost of moving from one state to another. This actually provides a very poor model for the duration of real speech but this is not crucial since in practice the above expression is dominated by the output probabilities \( b_{x(t)}(\mathbf{y}_t) \). Each HMM state provides a prototype acoustic vector and the log output probability function provides a distance metric to allow the actual acoustic vectors to be compared with the prototype.
The choice of output probability function is crucial since it must model all of the intrinsic spectral variability in real speech, both within and across speakers. Early HMM systems used discrete output probability functions in conjunction with a vector quantiser. Each incoming acoustic vector was replaced by the index of the closest vector in a precomputed codebook and the output probability functions were just look-up tables containing the probabilities of each possible VQ index. This approach is computationally very efficient but the quantisation introduces noise which limits the precision that can be obtained. Hence, modern systems use parametric continuous density output distributions which model the acoustic vectors directly[67, 56, 10]. The most common choice of distribution is the multivariate mixture Gaussian

$$b_j(y_i) = \sum_{m=1}^{M} c_{jm} N(y_i; \mu_{jm}, \Sigma_{jm})$$

where $c_{jm}$ is the weight of mixture component $m$ in state $j$ and $N(y_i; \mu, \Sigma)$ denotes a multivariate Gaussian of mean $\mu$ and covariance $\Sigma$.

So far there has been an implicit assumption that only one HMM is required per phone, and since approximately 45 phones are needed for English, it may be thought that only 45 phone HMMs need to be trained. In practice, however, contextual effects cause large variations in the way that different sounds are produced. Hence, to achieve good phonetic discrimination, different HMMs have to be trained for each different context. The simplest and most common approach is to use triphones where every phone has a distinct HMM model for every unique pair of left and right neighbours. For example, suppose that the notation $x$-$y$+$z$ represents the phone $y$ occurring after an $x$ and before a $z$. The phrase, “Beat it!” would be represented by the phone sequence $\text{sil} \ b \text{iy} \ t \ \text{ih} \ t \ \text{sil}$, and if triphone HMMs were used the sequence would be modelled as

$$\text{sil} \ \text{sil-biy} \ b\text{-iy+t} \ iy\text{-t+ih+ti+hil+sil+sil}$$

Notice that the triphone contexts span word boundaries and the two instances of the phone $\text{t}$ are represented by different HMMs because their contexts are different. This use of so-called cross-word triphones gives the best modelling accuracy but leads to complications in the decoder as discussed later. Simpler systems result from the use of word-internal triphones where the above example would become

$$\text{sil} \ b\text{-iy} \ b\text{-iy+t} \ iy\text{-t} \ ih\text{-t} \ ih\text{-t} \ sil$$

Here far fewer distinct models are needed simplifying both the parameter estimation problem and decoder design. However, the cost is an inability to model contextual effects at word boundaries and in fluent speech these are considerable.

The use of Gaussian mixture output distributions allows each state distribution to be modelled very accurately. However, when triphones are used they result in a system which has too many parameters to train. For example, a large vocabulary cross-word triphone system will typically need around 60,000 triphones\(^1\). In practice, around 10 mixture components gives good performance in LVR systems. Assuming that the covariances are all diagonal, then the HTK recogniser with its 39 element acoustic vectors would require around 790 parameters per state. Hence, 60,000 3-state triphones would have a total of 142 million parameters.

The problem of too many parameters and too little training data is absolutely crucial in the design of a statistical speech recogniser. Early systems dealt with the problem by tying all Gaussian components together to form a pool which was then shared amongst all HMM states. In these so-called tied-mixture systems, only the mixture component weights were state-specific and these could be smoothed by interpolating with context independent models[48, 16, 86]. Comparisons between discrete, tied-mixture and continuous density HMMs showed that tied-mixture were

\(^1\)With 45 phones, there are $45^3 = 91,125$ possible triphones but not all can occur due to the phonotactic constraints of the language.
superior[47]. However, this followed mainly from the lack of good smoothing techniques for contin-
uous density systems. More recently smoothing based on parameter tying has become popular[104].
In particular, state-tying[49, 106] and phone-based component-tying [26] have been studied. Us-
ing these tying techniques with continuous density HMMs has led to substantial improvements in
modelling accuracy.

The HTK recogniser uses state-tying. The idea is to tie together states which are acoustically
indistinguishable. This allows all the data associated with each individual state to be pooled and
thereby give more robust estimates for the parameters of the tied-state. This is illustrated in Fig 4.
At the top of the figure, each triphone has its own private output distribution. After tying, several
states share distributions.

In the HTK recogniser, the choice of which states to tie is made using phonetic decision trees[12,
57, 105]. This involves building a binary tree for each phone and state position. Each tree has a
yes/no phonetic question such as “Is the left context a nasal?” at each node. Initially all states
for a given phone state position are placed at the root node of a tree. Depending on each answer,
the pool of states is successively split and this continues until the states have trickled down to
leaf-nodes. All states in the same leaf node are then tied. For example, Fig 5 illustrates the case
of tying the centre states of all triphones of the phone /aw/ (as in “out”). All of the states trickle
down the tree and depending on the answer to the questions, they end up at one of the shaded
terminal nodes. For example, in the illustrated case, the centre state of s-aw+n would join the
second leaf node from the right since its right context is a central consonant, and its right context
is a nasal but its left context is not a central stop.

The questions at each node are chosen to maximise the likelihood of the training data given the
final set of state tyings. In practice, phonetic decision trees give compact good-quality state clusters
which have sufficient associated data to robustly estimate mixture Gaussian output probability
functions. Furthermore, they can be used to synthesise a HMM for any possible context whether it
appears in the training data or not, simply by descending the trees and using the state distributions
associated with the terminating leaf nodes. Finally, phonetic decision trees can be used to include

Figure 4: **State Tying.** In order to maximise the amount of data available to train each state
whilst preserving discrimination ability, similar HMM states of the allophonic variants of each basic
phone are tied together. The choice of which states to tie is made using a decision tree.
more than simple triphone contexts. For example, the HTK recogniser can use questions spanning ±2 phones and can also take account of the presence of word boundaries.

5 Language Modelling

The purpose of the language model is to provide a mechanism for estimating the probability of some word \( w_k \) in an utterance given the preceding words \( W_{k-1}^k = w_1 \ldots w_{k-1} \). A simple but effective way of doing this is to use N-grams in which it is assumed that \( w_k \) depends only on the preceding \( n - 1 \) words, that is

\[
P(w_k|W_{k-1}^k) = P(w_k|W_{k-n+1}^{k-1})
\]

(6)

N-grams simultaneously encode syntax, semantics and pragmatics and they concentrate on local dependencies. This makes them very effective for languages like English where word order is important and the strongest contextual effects tend to come from near neighbours. Furthermore, N-gram probability distributions can be computed directly from text data and hence there is no requirement to have explicit linguistic rules such as a formal grammar of the language.

In principle, N-grams can be estimated from simple frequency counts and stored in a look-up table. For example, for the case of trigrams \( N = 3 \),

\[
\hat{P}(w_k|w_{k-1}, w_{k-2}) = \frac{t(w_{k-2}, w_{k-1}, w_k)}{b(w_{k-2}, w_{k-1})}
\]

(7)

where \( t(a, b, c) \) is the number of times the trigram \( a, b, c \) appears in the training data and \( b(a, b) \) is the number of times the bigram \( a, b \) appears. The problem, of course, is that for a vocabulary
of $V$ words, there are $V^3$ potential trigrams. Even for a very modest vocabulary of 10,000 words, this is a very large number. Thus, many trigrams will not appear in the training data and many others will only appear once or twice so that the estimate given by equation 7 will be very poor. In short, there is an acute data sparsity problem.

The solution to training data sparsity is to use a combination of discounting and backing-off [58, 77]. Discounting means that the trigram counts of the more frequently occurring trigrams are reduced and the resulting excess probability mass is redistributed amongst the less frequently occurring trigrams. Backing-off is applied when there are too few trigrams to form any estimate at all (e.g., just one or two occurrences in the training data). It involves replacing the trigram probability by a scaled bigram probability, that is

$$
\hat{P}(w_k|w_{k-1}, w_{k-2}) = B(w_{k-1}, w_{k-2})P(w_k|w_{k-1})
$$

(8)

where $B$ is a back-off function included to ensure that $\hat{P}(w_k|w_{k-1}, w_{k-2})$ is properly normalised.

Although robust estimation of trigram probabilities requires considerable care, the problems are soluble and good performance can be obtained. N-grams do have obvious deficiencies resulting from their inability to exploit long-range constraints such as subject-verb agreement [55]. As a consequence various alternatives have been studied such as tree-based models [11], trellis models [98], trigger models [63], history models [17] and variable N-grams [25]. However, in general, all of these attempts have yielded only small improvements at considerable computational cost. Thus to date, bigram and trigram language models dominate LVR systems.

6 Decoding

The preceding sections have described the main components of a large vocabulary system. In order to perform recognition using these components, the sequence of words $W$ must be found which maximises equation 1. This is a search problem and its solution is the domain of the decoder.

As with all search problems, there are two main approaches: depth-first and breadth-first. In depth-first designs, the most promising hypothesis is pursued until the end of the speech is reached. Examples of depth-first decoders are stack-decoders and $A^*$-decoders [53, 86, 59, 87]. More recently, a refinement of stack decoding based on an envelope search has been proposed [40].

In breadth-first designs, all hypotheses are pursued in parallel. Breadth-first decoding exploits Bellman's optimality principle and is often referred to as Viterbi decoding. LVR systems are complex and pruning of the search space is essential, this typically uses a process called beam search [96, 41]. The HTK decoder uses beam search and Viterbi decoding.

To understand the decoding problem, imagine that a branching tree network is constructed such that at the start there is a branch to every possible start word. All first words are then connected to all possible follow words and so on. This is illustrated in part (a) of Fig 6. Clearly this tree will be very large but if extended deep enough it would in principle represent all possible sequences. At first sight, this representation might seem very extravagant. In small vocabulary systems, it is usually sufficient to put all words in parallel and place a loop around them. This allows all possible word sequences to be represented in a compact way since every vocabulary word appears only once. Unfortunately, however, such an arrangement does not allow a trigram language model to be used since the available history is limited to 1 word. Furthermore, a simple loop back prevents crossword triphones from being used. An explicit branching tree however allows both to be used in a straightforward manner [5].

Next let each word in this tree be replaced by the sequence of models representing its pronunciation. If there are multiple pronunciations then models can be joined in parallel within the word. Part (b) shows a fragment of the tree expanded into models. Finally, merge all identical phone models in identical contexts which have a common entry point as illustrated in part (c) of Fig 6. Notice here that the use of cross-word triphones significantly limits the amount of sharing of models possible.
Figure 6. **Fragment of Decoder Network.** In principle, the decoder searches through a network representing all possible word sequences. In practice, only paths corresponding to the most likely word sequences are constructed. Part (a) shows the directed network of words which the recogniser is considering initially. Part (b) shows the same network decomposed into triphones. Note that in order to take account of cross-word context, the first /ax/ sound has to be replicated and the word a duplicated. Part (c) shows that tree-structuring the network can reduce the size of the network.
Figure 7: Early Application of the Language Model. In a tree-structured network, the language model probability cannot be applied until the end of the word is reached. However, this delayed application severely limits the effectiveness of the language model for pruning. To solve this problem, each phone model carries a list of all possible words that it can belong to. This allows the probability of the most likely word to be used as an estimate for the probability of the actual word.

The net result of the above is a branching tree of HMM state nodes connected by state transitions and word-end nodes connected by word transitions. Any path from the start node to some point in the tree can be evaluated by adding all the log state transition probabilities, all the log state output probabilities and the log language model probabilities. Such a path can be represented by a movable token placed in the node at the end of the path[103]. The token has a score which is the total log probability upto that point and a history which records the sequence of word-end nodes that the token has passed through. Any path can be extended by moving the token from its current node to an adjoining node and updating its score according to the current state transition probability, state output probability and the language model probability, if any.

The search problem can now be recast in the form of a token passing algorithm. Initially, a single token is placed in the start node of the tree. As each acoustic vector is input, every token is copied into all connecting nodes and the scores updated. If more than one token lands in a node only the best scoring token needs to be retained since, by Bellmans Optimality principle, all other tokens must lie on inferior paths. When all of the acoustic vectors have been processed, the word end nodes are scanned and the token with the highest score represents the most likely path and hence the most likely word sequence.

This basic token passing algorithm is guaranteed to find the best possible path but unfortunately, it would take too much time and space to compute. Hence, to make the algorithm tractable, pruning is employed. Every time frame, the best score in any token is noted and any token whose score lies more than a beam-width below this best score is destroyed. Since only the active tokens lying within the beam need to be kept in memory, only a fragment of the branching tree described above is ever needed at one time. As tokens move forward, new tree structure is created in front of them and old structure behind is destroyed. For this to work efficiently, it is crucial to prune tokens as soon as possible and here tree-structuring causes a problem since a side-effect of merging
phone models is that the identity of each new word entered is not known until its end-node is reached. This is unfortunate since the language model provides a very powerful constraint which needs to be applied as soon as is practicable in order to keep the number of active tokens as small as possible. The HTK decoder deals with this problem by associating a list of possible current words with every token (see Fig 7). As the token moves towards the end of the word, this list will shrink until eventually it contains just a single word. Tokens then receive a language model score equal to the most likely word in the current list. As this gets updated on every model transition, the tokens get pruned accordingly.

The dynamic network approach used in the HTK decoder results in a system which can exploit arbitrarily long span language models and HMM phone models that depend on both the previous and succeeding acoustic context. Furthermore, it can do this in a single-pass[81]. Most other Viterbi-based systems use a multiple-pass approach in which the first pass uses simple acoustic and language models and outputs a lattice of alternatives which are then re-scored using more complex models in subsequent passes [6, 74, 90]. The problem with this is that an error in the first pass can never be recovered, hence large lattices must be used and any potential computational savings are lost. Multiple passes are useful for applying more complex language models but for maximum accuracy, the most accurate acoustic models available need to be applied as soon as possible.

7 Current State of LVR

The major benchmarks for assessing the performance of LVR systems are the US Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) CSR Evaluations. The last full evaluation of dictation-style large vocabulary recognition was the November 1994 evaluation[85, 61] in which the participating systems included AT&T Bell Laboratories [66, 69], BBN [78], Boston University [83], the CUED ABBOT group [46], the CUED HTK group [101, 100], IBM [8, 9], LIMSL-CNRS [38, 36], Philips [29], and SRI International [28].

The main focus of the evaluation was the so-called hub test H1 on which all participating sites evaluated their systems. This hub test was split into two main parts: H1-C1 in which the acoustic training data and a 20k word trigram language model trained on 227 million words of news text were fixed; and H1-P0 in which any acoustic or language model training data could be used. In H1-C1 each utterance had to be recognised independently whereas in H1-P0, each change of speaker was known so that unsupervised incremental adaptation could be used.

The HTK LV Recogniser had the lowest error rate of the systems tested in the November 1994 evaluation and it is therefore indicative of what can be achieved with current technology. Performance in terms of the percentage word error rate for a number of conditions (including H1-C1 and H1-P0) is shown in Table 7. As can be seen, the best performance achieved was 7.2%, that is, on average 7 words in every 100 were mis-transcribed. Although this figure is somewhat high, it is interesting to look at the error rates on a per speaker basis as shown in Figure 8 where the speakers have been ordered based on their performance. This figure suggests that, at least for part of the population, useable performance is achievable now. Conversely, it also shows that to
cover the majority of the population, better robustness and more effective adaptation is needed\(^2\).

8 Current Issues

The performance levels described in the previous section were all obtained for read speech in quiet recording conditions with a known microphone and a known task domain. Furthermore, the majority of systems tested were operating at many times slower than real time. Thus, although large vocabulary continuous speech recognition appears to be feasible, the following issues will need to be resolved before widespread deployment of LVR technology is possible.

8.1 Speaker Adaptation

Speaker independence is highly desirable since it allows a system to be used straight out of the box and it allows systems to be built for which the speaker is not known in advance. However, in many applications, a speaker will either become a regular user or will input a reasonable quantity of speech at first use. In such cases it is natural to adapt the acoustic models to match that speaker. Adaptation can result in substantial reductions in error rate, particularly for atypical speakers, and its incorporation in future LVR systems will be essential.

Adaptation can be supervised or unsupervised, and it can be performed incrementally as the speaker is talking or off-line at the end of the session. Each of these different styles may be most appropriate for some particular application. However, unsupervised incremental adaptation is the least intrusive and most generally useful to the user. Current research is therefore particularly concerned with techniques which can yield worthwhile performance gains with very little adaptation data but which also asymptotically lead to speaker dependent performance once a large amount of data has been acquired.

The acoustic models in an LVR system comprise a very large number of parameters. Hence, adaptation involving a very small amount of new data must depend on some form of general transformation rather than a direct re-estimation of the parameters themselves. In VQ or tied-mixture systems, this can be achieved by code book mapping\(^95\). In CD systems, linear transformations can be applied to each Gaussian component. This can be a single global transform based on linear regression\(^52, 45\) or canonical correlation\(^22\). As more data becomes available, Gaussians can be clustered and an individual transform determined for each cluster\(^65, 27\). Alternative approaches

\(^2\) Some training of the speakers would also help!
include clustering[32], regression-based prediction[23], and data augmentation where the training data rather than the models is adapted[15]. Finally, when there is a reasonable amount of adaptation data classical MAP estimation can be used to update all of the acoustic parameters[64, 37].

8.2 Environmental Robustness

Robustness to background noise and channel variability is clearly an essential requirement for the widespread use of LVR technology. As explained above, LVR systems utilise acoustic feature vectors consisting of short term spectral estimates to which some form of amplitude compression has been applied such as a log operation.

The primary affect of additive noise is to shift the spectral means and shrink the variances. However, it is important to note that the addition of noise changes the whole distribution not just the means and variances[82]. Hence, a secondary effect of noise is to change the modelling assumptions. Channel variability is convolutive noise which after a log operation becomes a simple, but possibly time-varying, offset.

There are a variety of approaches to dealing with noise[33, 42]. At the front-end, the noise can be removed from the speech[19], noise-robust features can be used[70, 73], the noise can be masked[74] or the features can be mapped[76]. The problem with these approaches is that at best they can only exploit knowledge of the global statistics of the speech in order to remove the noise. Given that the acoustic models within a recogniser encode very detailed information about the speech, this is an unnecessary handicap. Alternatively, an attempt can be made to make the pattern-matching process itself robust to noise[93]. However, in LVR systems, there are a very large number of over-lapping acoustic classes and maintaining maximal discrimination is essential.

Hence, for LVR systems, methods which adapt the recogniser to handle the corrupted speech signal directly are most attractive. These include code book mapping for discrete and tied-mixture systems[2], cepstral mean compensation[72], state-based filtering[14], and parallel model combination (PMC)[97, 34, 35]. Note also that many of the techniques used for speaker adaptation are also capable of adapting to different noise environments.

In the large vocabulary area, noise-robustness remains a substantially unsolved problem. As the results in [85] show, without any form of compensation the performance of an LVR system will drop dramatically in noise. Compensation can limit this effect but cannot yet give immunity.

8.3 Task Independence

Whereas the acoustic models in an LVR system are relatively task-independent, the language model is typically trained on a large corpus of task specific material. This leads to systems which are inherently task dependent. For example, a language model trained on office correspondence will not work well on legal documents. Moving domain typically results in a lowering of accuracy due to the language model mis-match and an increase in the incidence of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words.

In the long term, task dependence will be reduced through a general increase in language modelling capability. A recent trend in computational linguistics has been an increased interest in statistical techniques[21] and this should eventually lead to the incorporation of explicit grammatical knowledge into LVR systems. In the nearer term, solutions being studied include multiple-domain modelling and adaptation. In the former, individual LMs are trained on a range of possible domains and then combined as a mixture model[50]. Adaptive systems typically combine a static LM trained off-line with a dynamic cache of N-grams which are being continuously updated[62, 92].

The OOV problem has many facets[102] but increased robustness and the ability to simply add new words to an existing LM suggest that N-grams should be class-based rather than word-based. Using word-classes allows compact robust language models to be developed which can support very
large vocabularies[20, 51, 60]. However, there are a number of problems to solve in using class-based N-grams. Firstly, the method of choosing the classes is crucial since ideally words should only be grouped into a class if there is little or no resulting increase in perplexity. This implies that efficient data driven methods are needed. Secondly, since words can have multiple senses, it would be natural to allow the same word to appear in multiple classes. However, this adds considerable complexity to the decoding problem.

8.4 Spontaneous Speech

Much of the recent research effort in the LVR area has been directed at transcribing read speech. However, the ability to transcribe spontaneous casual speech is also an important requirement and this is now receiving increased attention.

Current experimental evidence, particularly using the Switchboard Database, suggests that the error rate of current systems increases substantially when applied to spontaneous speech[107]. The reasons for this are still unclear but probably stem from a number of factors including poor articulation, increased coarticulation, highly variable speaking rate, and various types of disfluency such as hesitations, false-starts and corrections.

Some of the linguistic aspects of spontaneous speech have been studied in some detail[84] and a number of specific issues have been addressed such as identifying repairs in speech[43], modeling non-speech interjections[94], detecting hesitations[79] and modelling the timing patterns of disfluent speech[80]. However much of this work is at a very early stage. Practical implementations to date have been focussed on small to medium vocabulary dialogue systems (eg [99]) and little has been done in the large vocabulary transcription area.

8.5 Real Time Operation

In addition to obtaining an acceptable level of recognition accuracy, computationally efficient implementation is needed in order to exploit LVR technology. As explained in section 6, recognition in LVR systems involves searching a very large space of hypotheses. In continuous density systems, the computational cost of this search will be divided between building and searching the network structure and evaluating Gaussian densities.

The search space can be reduced by making approximations which allow alternative paths to be merged, for example, by approximating the language model[75] or by limiting the number of new words through some form of look-ahead based on a fast-match pre-selection of possible followers[39, 7]. The evaluation of state output probabilities can be reduced by using vector-quantisation to pre-select those Gaussians which will give sufficiently high likelihoods[18]. Also, careful coding can make a substantial difference on modern RISC-based processor architectures where efficient use of the cache can make a substantial difference to throughput[1].

9 Conclusions

This article has reviewed the main components of a speaker-independent continuous speech large vocabulary recognition system and briefly described the state-of-the-art. Whilst it is clear that much more needs to be done before robust, general-purpose LVR is ubiquitous, the technology is nevertheless on the threshold of usefulness for practical applications. Given a reasonably controlled environment and a well-defined task domain, the technology is usable now. By the end of 1996, off-the-shelf LVR systems will start to appear running in real-time on high-end PC class machines. LVR-based services will also appear in the form of remote servers in public telecom systems adding telephone-based transcription capability to information and personal management services. Finally, LVR systems will facilitate multi-media information retrieval by allowing video sound-tracks to be transcribed and then searched for key-words and phrases.
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